A move in the right direction!
Technology and performance you can count on
Adjustable headrest

Rascal 330 Compass
Padded seat for
extra comfort
Width and height
adjustable flip-up armrests
Maximum user
weight 21 stone

Swing away joystick
(left or right hand)

Four post fixing,
easy seat height and
angle adjustment
Backrest angle
adjustment
Footboard adjustment.
(height, depth and angle)
34 amp batteries
(optional 50 amp)**

Spacious legroom

Centre wheel drive
Footboard extension
Elevating legrests
Oxygen bottle holder

Swing away legrests

Technical Specifications

* Range is calculated under test conditions. Weight of user, terrain and weather conditions can affect range of travel
** 50 amp batteries require additional height battery box cover

For further details on the Rascal 330 Compass or to discuss
other models in the extensive Electric Mobility range call:

Freephone 0800 252614
Your Electric Mobility dealer:

Due to a policy of continual improvement, Electric Mobility Euro Limited reserves the right to change
specifications without prior notice
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Overall length (inc standard footboard) 97cm (38")
Overall width
62cm (24.5")
Maximum user weight
136kg (300lbs)
Batteries
34 amp
Total weight
83kg (184lbs)
Maximum range
19km (12 miles)
Maximum speed
6.4kph (4mph)
Castor wheel size
15x5cm (6x2")
Drive wheel size
25x9cm (10x3.5")
Turning radius
48cm (19")
Safe climbing angle
6°
Options
50 amp batteries
Footboard extension
Oxygen bottle holder
Swing away legrests
Elevating legrests

A move in the right direction!
Making everyday life easier – so simple to operate

The innovative articulating chassis of the Rascal
330 Compass provides outstanding stability and
enhanced performance when negotiating ramps.
The centre wheel drive design turns in its own
space for total confidence and control.

